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Abstract: Near space hypersonic vehicles have features of strong coupling, nonlinearity and acute changes in aerodynamic
parameters, which are challenging for the controller design. Active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) method does not
depend on the accurate system model and has strong robustness against disturbances. This paper discusses the differences
between the fractional-order PID (FOPIλDμ) ADRC method and the FOPIλDμ LADRC method for hypersonic vehicles. The
FOPIλDμ ADRC controller in this paper consists of a tracking-differentiator (TD), a FOPIλDμ controller and an extended state
observer (ESO).The FOPIλDμ LADRC controller consists of the same TD and FOPIλDμ controller with the FOPIλDμ ADRC
controller and a linear extended state observer (LESO) instead of ESO. The stability of LESO and the FOPIλDμ LADRC method
is detailed analyzed. Simulation results show that the FOPIλDμ ADRC method can make the hypersonic vehicle nonlinear model
track desired nominal signals faster and has stronger robustness against external environmental disturbances than the FOPI λDμ
LADRC method.
Key Words: nonlinear active disturbance rejection control, active disturbance rejection control, FOPIλDμ control, near space
hypersonic vehicle
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Introduction

Near space hypersonic vehicles have potential values in
both military and civil applications and have received much
attention in recent years [1]. Compared to the traditional
aerial vehicles, hypersonic vehicles are characterized by
large envelops, high speed, low launch cost, dynamics and
reusability [2]. However, their features of nonlinearity,
strong coupling and aerodynamic uncertainty may lead to
poor robustness properties of the closed-loop control
systems, and thereby result in challenging for the robust
controller design [3].
Many control methods have been discussed to achieve the
flight control of the hypersonic vehicles during the last two
decades. In [4], an adaptive output feedback controller was
presented and applied to a linearized hypersonic vehicle
model, and simulation results showed good tracking
performance with the controller. A control method based on
aero propulsive and elevator-to-lift couplings was proposed
in [5] for an air breathing hypersonic vehicle and simulation
results showed good performance of the controller. In [6], a
linear parameter-varying theory based on the fractional
transformation model was applied to design the controller
for a hypersonic reentry vehicle, and simulations showed the
accuracy and robustness of the proposed closed-loop control
system for hypersonic reentry vehicles. An approximate
back-stepping fault-tolerant controller was designed in [7]
for a flexible air-breathing hypersonic vehicle and
simulation results demonstrated good tracking properties. A
composite controller was proposed in [8] for an air-breathing
hypersonic vehicle to achieve the velocity and height
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tracking control. Duan and Li [9] summarized the limitations
of some control methods on high quality and realization.
The active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) method
proposed by Han [10] using the dynamic feedback
compensation for the lumped unknown disturbances.
Inherited from a proportion-integral-derivative (PID)
method, the ADRC method is to address the weaknesses of
PID and has some advantages on robustness and
anti-disturbance, and has been widely used in many fields.
The active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) is now
considered as a powerful control strategy in dealing with
large uncertainty covering unknown dynamics, external
disturbance, and unknown part in coefficient of the control
[11]. In [12], a modified ADRC method was used in a
6-degree-of-freedom parallel platform and the platform
could be driven to follow the given references well.
Furthermore, the ADRC method has been used in magnetic
rodless pneumatic cylinder [13], electromagnetic linear
actuator [14], multimotor servomechanism [15] and
magnetic bearing [16]. However, compared with the
traditional ADRC method which is nonlinear, a linear active
disturbance rejection control (LADRC) method has also
been developed for controller design. The experiment results
of [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] which used linear ADRC method all
have achieved good results. In this paper, we clarify and
analysis the structure differences, characteristic differences
etc. of the FOPIλDμ ADRC method and FOPIλDμ LADRC.
However, the ADRC method and the LADRC method both
have more tuning parameters than the traditional PID method,
while the appropriate controller parameters depend on the
experiences of experts. Sometime, the number of the ADRC
method parameters can be reduced to one or two [16, 20]. To
compare the traditional ADRC method and the LADRC
method clearly, this paper does not reduce parameters.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the hypersonic vehicle vertical model (VM) is
established. In Section 3, the differences between the
FOPIλDμ ADRC method and FOPIλDμ LADRC are analyzed
and clarified, the stability of LESO and FOPIλDμ LADRC
controller is detailed discussed. In section 4, verification
simulation analysis results are shown. Finally, Section 5
draws conclusions.
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Hypersonic vehicle vertical model

This paper uses the generic hypersonic vehicle (GHV) as
the control object [22]. The aerodynamic equations and
model parameters are obtained from [23]. The atmospheric
model refers to the U.S. standard atmosphere 1976. The
three-view drawing is shown in Fig. 1 and the notations
related to GHV are shown in Fig. 2, according to [24].
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Fig. 1: Three view of the GHV

slosh is not considered and the products of inertia are
neglected in order to simplify the vehicle model.
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Fig. 2: Notations related to GHV

In Fig. 2, oxo yo zo , oxh yh zh and oxb yb zb denote the
inertia coordinate system, the speed coordinate system and
the body axes coordinate system, respectively, m, R and P
denote the mass of vehicle, aerodynamic force and
propulsion, respectively, α, β and V represent the attack
angle, sideslip angle and velocity, respectively, ϑ, ψ and γ
denote the pitch angle, yaw angle and roll angle,
respectively.
Therefore, the pitch channel equation can be written as
follows:
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Where ⍵x, ⍵y and ⍵z represent roll, yaw and pitch angular
rate, respectively, L and N represent lift force and pitch
moment, respectively, Ix, Iy and Iz represent x, y and z
coordinate moment of inertia, respectively. In this paper, fuel

FOPIλDμADRC and FOPIλDμ LADRC controller
design

The ADRC method carries over the essence of the
classical PID method and assimilates characteristics of the
modern control theory. The traditional ADRC method
consists of a tracking-differentiator (TD), a nonlinear state
error feedback control law (NLSEF) and an extended state
observer (ESO). The TD can coordinate the contradiction
between rapidity and overshoot, the ESO can regard all
disturbances as “unknown disturbances” [25, 26]. Compared
with the traditional ADRC method, the FOPIλDμ ADRC
method results in a FOPIλDμ controller instead of the
NLSEF.A new nonlinear FOPIλDμ ADRC method is
proposed and adopted to hypersonic vehicle control problem,
the structure diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The structure
diagram of the hypersonic vehicle VM FOPIλDμ ADRC
method is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: The structure diagram of the VM FOPIλDμ ADRC method
for hypersonic vehicle

In Fig. 3, the desired attack angle α* is the input signal, the
attack angle α is the output signal. TD, FOPIλDμ and ESO
inside dashed line frame are the proposed controllers. The
controlled object GHV VM is the vertical model of a
hypersonic vehicle. α1 and α2 are the tracking signal of α* and
derivative signal of α1 from the TD, respectively. z1, z2 and z3
are the actual attack angle, the derivative signal of attack
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angle and unknown disturbances obtained from ESO,
respectively. u0 is the ideal control variable and u is the
actual control variable.
The TD discrete form can be described by the following
equations:
1  k  1  1  k   h 2  k 
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(2)

where 1  k  and 1  k  1 denote estimated attack angle
value of current time and next time, respectively,  2  k  and

Where meanings of variables are the same as those in
Equation 4.
Therefore, the structure diagram of a hypersonic vehicle
VM LADRC method is shown in Fig. 5.

 2  k  1 are derivatives of 1  k  and 1  k  1 , respectively,

r and h represent speed factor and filtering factor,
respectively. The larger r values, the shorter the transition
processes, the faster the response. The larger h values, the
better for the noise filtering.
The FOPIλDμ equation is shown as follows:
U s
K
Gc  s  
 K p  i  K d s 
(3)
E s
s
Where  and  are restricted to 0  ,   1 . The FOPIλDμ
controller increases two degrees of freedom variables 
and  , thus making the control affect more precisely and
stable. The structure diagram of the FOPIλDμ controller is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5: The structure diagram of the hypersonic vehicle VM
LADRC method

In Fig. 5, the LESO is different from the ESO in Fig. 3 and
the other parts are the same, and the meanings of variables
are the same as those in Fig. 3. The ADRC method and the
LADRC method both have more tuning parameters than the
traditional PID method, while the appropriate controller
parameters depend on the experiences of experts. Sometime,
the number of the ADRC method parameters can be reduced
to one or two [16, 20]. To compare the traditional ADRC
method and the LADRC method clearly, this paper does not
reduce parameters.
Analysis of FOPIλDμ ADRC method

We have analyzed the stability of the second-order ESO
and the FOPIλDμ ADRC method [28]. The stability analysis
of LESO and the FOPIλDμ LADRC method is the same.

Fig. 4: The structure diagram of the FOPIλDμ controller

In Fig. 4, e and u represent the error and control variable,
respectively, e passes through Kp, FO integral method and
FO derivative method to get e1, e2 and e3, respectively.
The ESO in Fig. 3 is a third-order system and the extended
state observer can be described by the following equation:
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3.2.1 The stability analysis of LESO
The pitch channel equation (1) can be written as follows:
1   2
(6)

 2  f ()  b0u
Suppose the first-order derivative of f () exists and

(4)

where β01, β02 and β03 are adjustable parameters with
different values, which can affect the effect of signal
observed, z1 and z2 are the estimated attack angle α and
estimated derivative signal of attack angle α, respectively, z3
is the estimated “unknown disturbances” of GHV VM and
b0 is to affect the compensation of unknown disturbances.
With appropriate values of β01, β02 and β03, the ESO can have
good effect.
The LADRC method and the FOPIλDμ ADRC method
are almost the same, except for the ESO method. The ESO of
the FOPIλDμ ADRC method is nonlinear, while the ESO of
the LADRC method is linear (LESO), which can be shown as
follows:

is bounded and define 3  f (), f w (t )  f () , (6) can be
extended to (7).The LESO for (6) is (8).
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Define e1  z1  1 , e2  z2  2 , e3  z3  3 , from (7) and (8),
the error equations can be shown as follows:
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3.2.2 The stability analysis of FOPIλDμ LADRC method
(9)
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From Fig 5. , u0 and u can be shown as
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Let 1  0   , *  0   * ,
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The characteristic equation of (9) is:
s3  01s 2  02 s  03  0

(12)

When 0102  03 ,the LESO is stable. When f () is step
function or ramp function, LESO is able to track 1 ,  2 , 3 .
When f () is acceleration function, LESO is not able to
track the desired signal.
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So the characteristic equation of (14) is:
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4.1

Comparative simulation of normal operating
conditions

(17)

Therefore, when parameters K p1 , Ki1 , Kd1 , K p 2 , Ki 2 , Kd 2 can
make all roots of characteristic equation (11) are on the left

The angle of attack of the control system is a continuous
square wave signal with amplitude of 10 degrees. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.

half-plane, the FOPIλDμ LADRC controller for hypersonic

20

vehicles is stable.

Taking the longitudinal model of hypersonic vehicle as an
example, the three modules of the auto disturbance rejection
structure are tracking the differential device, the fractional
order PID and the linear extended state observer. In order to
compare and analyze the characteristics of the linear active
disturbance rejection controller, the same structure of the
active disturbance rejection controller is simulated, which is
followed by the tracking controller, the fractional order PID
and the extended state observer.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of ADRC method and LADRC method without
disturbances. (a) Comparison under disturbances; (b) Partial
enlarged view of (a)

vehicles. By replacing ESO with LESO, we obtain the
FOPIλDμ LADRC controller. Then the differences of the
FOPIλDμ ADRC method and FOPIλDμ LADRC are firstly
clarified and analyzed. The stability of LESO and FOPIλDμ
LADRC controller for hypersonic vehicle vertical model is
analyzed. The experiment results show that the FOPIλDμ
ADRC method performs better than the FOPIλDμ LADRC
method.

In Fig. 6, the ‘Input’ represents the continuous square
wave signal; ‘Nonlinear’ is a nonlinear active disturbance
rejection controller. ‘Linear’ is a linear active disturbance
rejection controller. Two control structures can make the
output of the attack angle of attack fast tracking input signal,
with a very small steady-state error and overshoot. The
adjustment time of linear structure and nonlinear structure is
0.322s and 0.296s. Under the condition of no external
disturbance, the control effect of the nonlinear active
disturbance rejection control structure is better than that of
the linear active disturbance rejection controller.
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